Communication and Language
INTENT:
The growth of children’s spoken language underpins all seven areas of learning and development. The children
interactions from birth provide a pivotal part of their development, these interactions support the children’s
language and cognitive skills. The number and quality of the conversations they have with adults and peers
throughout the day in a language-rich environment is fundamental, which is why within our EYFS Hive we
deliver our curriculum to the children through language rich contexts. Our practitioners will comment on what
children are interested in or doing, and echo back what they say with new vocabulary added, this will effectively
enhance the children’s vocabulary and understanding. The children will be given the opportunity to thrive by
engaging them actively in stories, non-fiction texts, rhymes, poems and providing them with opportunities to
embed new words in various contexts. Providing opportunities for story-telling, role play and conversations will
enable the children to actively share ideas with support and modelling from both their teachers and peers.
These opportunities will invite the children to become comfortable using a range of rich language and
vocabulary.

IMPLENTATION:

Honeybees—Pre School
Speaking


Articulate and speak clearly



Speak in 4-6 word sentences



Explain feelings in simples terms e.g. “I am sad because…”



Express wants and needs, such as asking for particular resources.



Use simple conjunctions to connect ideas such as ‘and’ and ‘because’.



Use some positional language



Retell a story/ event (not always in the correct order)



Join in with repeated refrains in stories/ rhymes



Describe



Recount and retell

Listening Skills


Respond to questions and instructions directed to them.



Follow 2 part instructions



Take part in short exchanges with others –listening and responding to adults and peers.



Take turns in conversation



Songs, rhymes and stories:



Join in with repeated refrains in rhymes and stories



Retell/ recite some familiar songs/ rhymes/ stories

Willow Class—Reception
Speaking


Articulate and speak clearly



Speak in full sentences



Articulates and explains ideas/ feelings



Expands explanations by reasoning e.g. “I think this…..
Because…..”



Predicts what will happen in stories/ rhymes/ events



Describes using more complex vocabulary and descriptive
language e.g. the castle was shimmering.



Recount and retell stories/ events in order.



Use new vocabulary



Offer explanations for why things might happen.
Rules of Speech


Past, present and future
forms



Sentences and conjunctions
Listening Skills



Ask appropriate questions of others



Respond appropriately in conversation with others. Adapting and expanding on ideas shared by others.



Remembers some key features of a story without the use of pictures or prompts.

Early Learning Goals
ELG: Listening, Attention and Understanding
Children at the expected level of development will:

Listen attentively and respond to what they hear with relevant questions, comments and actions when
being read to and during whole class discussions and small group interactions;

Make comments about what they have heard and ask questions to clarify their understanding;

Hold conversation when engaged in back-and-forth exchanges with their teacher and peers.
ELG: Speaking
Children at the expected level of development will:

Participate in small group, class and one-to-one discussions, offering their own ideas, using recently
introduced vocabulary;

Offer explanations for why things might happen, making use of recently introduced vocabulary from
stories, non-fiction, rhymes and poems when appropriate;

Express their ideas and feelings about their experiences using full sentences, including use of past,
present and future tenses and making use of conjunctions, with modelling and support from their
teacher.

